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Haunting and melodic dream pop/trip hop from rising Bristol group

OSLO TWINS RELEASE REMIXES OF DEBUT SINGLE

THE EDGE - REMIXES
Release date: 25th February 2022

"Probably my favourite vocalist at the moment"
BC Camplight

The punchy, open sound of The Edge alludes to new wave and industrial music, with
a dark and addictive vocal melody.

“The track began as an expression of frustration, which led to its dark undertones. When
the lyrics and vocals were added, it was adapted into something more positively defiant
and sensual. The lyrics come from a place of existential curiosity, and a longing for
excitement over ennui at any cost.”

Now being released alongside two brand new remixes from Sonotto, Omadhaun and Earlids.

Sonotto is the musical outfit of Stirling-born and Bristol-living Ambient, IDM and Electronic artist
Otto Neckel. His open approach to creativity allows for the listener to feel connected to the
music in ways unexpected from an artist of his kind. He brings his love for African rhythm, No
Wave, Jazz-Funk and World music into a contemporary vision inspired by the Left-Field
electronic scene of Ninja Tune, Ghostly and Warp Records.

Omadhaun is a Producer/DJ based in Bristol. He combines his trippy and playful production
with Oslo Twins' catchy songwriting to create an eerie yet familiar old-skool banger.

Experimental duo Earlids fuse countless musical worlds ranging from industrial to ambient-pop
with lashings of progressive rock and left field electronics in between. Their remix of The Edge
draws influence from dark wave music and early minimal techno.

"If you’re looking for a ‘main character moment’ of numbly walking in the rain, ‘The Edge’ is
the perfect soundtrack"

WAX Music

Oslo Twins formed at university in 2019. During lockdown they launched into an intensely
creative period as band members Eric Davies and Claudia Vulliamy continued to produce
demos remotely. The band was backed by MAS Records and began to produce tracks with
Seth Evans (black midi, HMLTD) and Ali Chant (Perfume Genius, Aldous Harding, Sorry),
which they will be releasing in due course. After all the hurdles that the past year has
thrown them, they are thrilled to share their first remix AA side with the world.



Oslo Twins’ influences range from new wave music (particularly the Fast Product /
Postcard / Factory label releases) to Beach House, Portishead, Scandinavian electro
(Susanne Sundfor, iamamiwhoami, I Break Horses, Anna von Hausswolf), Air, Lorde, FKA
Twigs and Detroit Techno. “Our music is both melodic and melancholic but also subtly
influenced by dance, industrial and lo-fi music of the 80s and 90s. But our melodies are
pop melodies - we always like to have a hook.”

Their debut single The Edge was co-produced with and mixed by Seth Evans of black midi
at Hermitage Works Studios in North London where the likes of Goat Girl and Fat White
Family have recorded. It was mastered by Sam Smith at Green Door Studio.

Recently, Oslo Twins have supported the likes of The Comet Is Coming, Do Nothing and
Honeyglaze, and have performed at venues such as Bristol Beacon, Yes Manchester and The
Brixton Windmill.

The Edge - Remixes are available to stream in advance here.

Bookings and enquiries: oslo.twinss@gmail.com
Live dates: https://oslotwins.com/live
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/oslo_twins/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/oslotwins
Twitter: https://twitter.com/OsloTwins

https://soundcloud.com/oslo-twins/sets/the-edge-remixes/s-WIFJ0MrduzF?si=1db30dddb5a349729bde79c0e39636c5&utm_source=clipboard&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=social_sharing

